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HATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOE AERONAUTICS 

ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF A DIESEL 

ENSINE-COMPRESSOR-TUREINE COMBINATION FOR AIRCRAFT 

By Eldon W. Hull 

SUMMARY 

A theoretical study was made of a Diesel engino-compressor- 
turbine combination for aircraft application. The performance char- 
acteristics of the compressor and the turbine chosen for the analysis 
are believed to be attainable on present aircraft equipment. Maximum 
cyllndsr pressure, Ji<txliaam exhaust-gas temperature, »ind maximum 
onglne 3pood were limited to values now obtained on apirk-ignltion 
anginas. The nmlyaia indicates favorable performance characteristics 
for the proposed power plant for the following combinations of condi- 
tions: 

(a) Extremely high engine inlet-man I fold and exhaust-manlfc.'.d 
pressures 

(fc) V.-sry lean fuel-air ratio 

(c) Low engine compression ratio compared with conventional 
Diesel engines to reduce the maximum cylinder pressure 
to a safe value 

(d) Intercooling between the compressor and the engine 

(e) Use of turbine power in excess of that required to drive 
the compressor 

The results indicate that it w;»ild be possible to obtain much 
more power per unit displacement volume with thifj combination than 
with a spark-ignition engine of the some maximum cylinder pressure 
and engine exhau3t-g«is temperature. When the proposed combination 
was assumed to operate under these conditions, the computed specific 
fuel eonaumption at maximum power was 1-jwer than that now obtainable 
with spent-ignition engines operating under a loan-cruise condition. 
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Because of th"3 internal cooling provided by the large quantity 
of excess sir In the proposed system, adequate engine cooling would 
be coniidorabiy easier to obtain than for a conventional Diesel engine. 
The weight per horsepower output of the combination was calculated to 
be less than that of a conventional spark-ignition aircraft engine. 

IIITRCDUCTIOII 

Considerable work is being dene on the cembination of the spark- 
ignition engine with a turbine and a compressor to increase the power- 
plant -jffioJency and performance. 

The occurrence of fuel knock prevent? a sp".rk-ignitirn engine 
from operating at the high inlet-manifold and exhaust-manifold pres- 
sures and the loan mixtures that are necessary to obtain maximum 
performance. The Diesel engine is not limited by this fuel-knock 
condition and, when operated in conjunction with turbine and compres- 
sor, presents the possibility of considerably better Performance than 
an equivalent system incorporating a spark-ignition engine. 

The main objections tc the epplicaticn if the Diesel engine to 
airplane? have been the high specific weight and the largo «mount of 
ext-srnal cooling required. Combinations of Diüsel engine, compres- 
sor, and gas turbine- have been proposed for marine U8'~; one system 
already being successfully used is described in reference 1. The 
present analysis, made at the Aircraft Engine Rssoarch Laboratory of 
the NACA during the summer of 1343, is th« study of a c-.mb!nation of 
similar components to be applied specifiaally to aircraft and reveals 
hew the system would eliminate moot of the serious dlff icultltss 
Involved in the use of a Diesel engine alona. 

The purpose of the analysis In this report is to show the per- 
fcrmance that may be possible with a current aircraft spark-ignition 
engine modified to operate on the Diesel cycle in combination with 
a compressor end a turbine while adhering to the current limitations 
on maximum cylinder prt;H3uro, engine speed, and exhaust-gas tempera- 
ture. Curves are presented that show the performance for various 
unglne inlet end exhaust pressures with and without the compressor 
and turbine ,jeared to the engine shaft. Th^ equations used in the 
analysis eero derived ir. the appendix. 

The values for the weights and the efficiencies of the compon- 
ents of the system used in the analysis are characteristic of current 
practice. The system may be built around components that have already 
reached advancod stages of development for aircraft use, and'their 
adaptation to the proposed system should be a relatively simple 
problem. 

* 
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AHALYSIS 

1 

/ ' 

In thn first port of the proposed cycle the air is compressed 
in a supercharger, intorcooled, and Introduced into the engine at 
high pressure. In the engine it is further compressed to the maxi- 
mum cylinder pressure; the fuel is introduced, turned at constant 
pressuro, and the mixture is then expanded. The compression ratio 
of the engine is so computed as to provide the desired maximum cyl- 
inder pressure at the end of the compression stroke. At the end of 
the expansion stroke tho gasos are exhausted at a high hack pressure 
into the turbine and thence to the atmosphere. The amount of fuel 
introduced is limited by the condition that tho exhaust-gas tempera- 
ture does not exceed a value considered safe for turbine operation. 
For additional power the exhaust gas could be discharged rearwardly 
from the turbine to obtain Jet thrust. 

When the onglne back pressure or the turbine inlet pressure is 
made equal to the engine inlet pressure, the turbine power is nor- 
mally grnnxer than the compressor power; for this case, the coupled 
turbine >>nd oompreb.jor are connected by a ge-yr-reduotion unit to the 
engine rhaft, and tho excess power is addod to the online power for 
driving the propeller. If the engine back pressure is less than the 
engine inlet pressure »aid la of such value that the turbine and tho 
compressor powers are equal, it would not be advantageous to gear 
the turbino and ccinpressor to tho engine shaft und these two compon- 
ents become a turtosuporcharaer. The loss in turbine power in this 
case is partly compensated cy the increase in engine power that 
results from the reduction in back pressure. An optimum baok pres- 
suro exists at which the not power is :i maximum. 

With additional engine modifications, the system can be oper- 
ated on n  two-stroke cycle. With this type of operation, the engine 
baci: pressure should bo I033 then the online inlet pressure to permit 
scavenging cf thi  engine cylinders. Two-stroke-cycle operation, 
which is well suited toe  the Diesel cycle because no loss of fuel 
occurs during the scavenging process, further increases the power 
output obtainable with this systnra. 

Tho cycle for the proposed system is shown diogrammtitioally in 
figure 3. The air is first compressed from points 1 to 2 in a turbo- 
superch-irger, intercooled from points 2 to 3, and introduced into the 
engine under high pressure at po'nt 3. In the engine it is further 
compressed to the maximum cylinder pressure at point 4 where fuel is 
injected and combustion is started. The main part of the combustion 
process occurs frc;n points 4 to 5 at constant pressure. 
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The rest of the combustion eccrrs during the polytropic expansion 
froK points S to S. At the end of the expansion stroke (point c) 
the pressure is dropped to the engine back press ax- at point 7, 
which may be either above or below the engine inlet pressure, 
depending on the power desired in the turbine. Part of the gases 
renainine in the cylinder are then exhausted from the engine to 
point e and the press-re of resid'ial gases is changed to the en3-j.n0 
.inlet pressure (point 9) whan the enGino inlet valve is opened. 
The cases leaving i.he engine are irreversibly expanded to the tur- 
bine inlet pressure a* point 10; the teuperature at this state is 
innu^od safo for turbine operation by limicinfj the quantit„ of fuel 
Introduced d'Ting the bumir.& pliaso in the engine, 'i'ho gases ore 
then expanded tJ-.:'0"gi: tho iurutne to tho initial air prosauro at 
point 11. The comlustion during the expansion procoss from points 5 
to 6 is undesirable bv.t is introduood to einulete more closely actual 
or.,'; inn p ;rfoimanco. 

In order to show sore oloarly tho possibilities of the preposod 
system, an aircraft sngine lfith a displacement of 1020 cubic inchus 
and modified to operate as a C'osol online in tho sug^xsatod nanncr 
was consldurod. The conditions applied in th.j calCv.lati.0n3 of tho 
p-rfo:^iance of the Eastern vjro (1) that thu aax.tmrai cjUnder pros- 
sure did not exceed a value considered safe for current spark-ignition 
cnginjs and (2) tliat thj «rheuat-gaa temperature did not oxcood a.  safe 
value for turbine operation. 

The following are the assumed operating conditions: 

Maximum cylinder pressure pA, pomds por squaro inch .... 1200 
liixim;ir. t„mpcraturo at t:ufbino inlet Tin» °F absoluto . . . 2200 
Enjino displacement V», cubic inches por cycle  1320 
Engine r;p -.d N, rpa  24C0 
Compressor officiency r,r,    percent 70 

Turbine- efficiency T]t,,    pcirccnt 70 

Eiyinc mochsnical efficiency i\. ,    percor.t  07.5 
Eoduct ion-genr efficiency T| , porcent  .90 
Intcrcool.r offset"vonuss i  0.G0 
Exponent n for compression in üngLiiö  1.42 
llxpcnont n' for cxpa:_sion In orwjlno  1.20 
iingir-ü weight We, povndo  1375 
2ecLproC3tir,;,-cor.iprcEsor weif-ht (for air injection of fuel) 

VJ,C, pounds  230 
Specific weight of each auxiliary -jcaponont; 

Turbine    vt,    po-.md per horsepevor  C.3G 
Compressor   v ,    pc.nd por horsipo-rer  C.20 
Tloduetien gears    v ,    pornd per hornopovo:' 0.25 

9 
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The values of the polytrcpic exponents n end n' were 
chosen after a study was made of Indicator diagrams taken on a 
Dlosol engine (unpublished data on the modified MACA universal test 
engine described in reference 2 taken at Langley Field, 7a., In 
1931). The expansion exponent of 1.20 indicates the existence of 
further combustion after injection Is completed; In the calculation 
of the fuel consumption, the fuel burned during this process is 
added to the fuel burned during the constant-pressure process. A 
Diesel fuel, dodecane, vas assumed to be used with an effective 
heatlr-g value of 19,450 x  (1 - F/A) Btu per pound in the range under 
consideration when determined by the method outlined in the appen- 
dix, where F/A IS the fuel-air ratio. This method accounts for the 
variation in the composition and the specific heats of the mixture 
throughout the cycle. The constant-volume lower heating value of 
dodecane was taken as 19,150 Btu per pound at 60° F. 

The compressor and turbine efficiencies listed are character- 
istic of modern compressor and turbine performance. Higher effi- 
ciencies, when they are obtained, will yield greater net powers than 
stated In this report. Tho weights of the components are also rep- 
resentative of present equipment and are believed to be conservative. 

The density of tho fresh charge in tho cylinder before it was 
mixed with the residual gas was assumed to be equal to the density 
in the inlet manifold. This assumption can be made inasmuch as the 
errors that are introduced will be compensated for by the air which 
is added during the fuel-Injection period; this injeeted air was not 
considered In tho computations. If liquid-fuel Injection la used or 
if the engine oporates with a low volumetric efficiency, the power 
output of the system will be reduced according to the decrease in 
air flow. 

The method of analysis, in general, was to vary the inlet and 
the Rxhitust preswiro3 jf the engine and to computo in each case the 
powers of the various components, the fuel consumption, and the over- 
all weight, subject to the conditions listed in this section. The 
net power was t-<tknr» as oquil to the engine power plus the difference 
between the turbine and the compressor powers multiplied by the 
reduction-gear efficiency. The equations used in this computation 
are Included in the appendix. 

DISCUSSION 

Figure ?.  shows powor, specific weight, specifio fuel consump- 
tion, engine compression ratio, and fuel-air ratio at various engine 
inlet pressures for the illustrative case at 3en level in which tho 
turbine and the compressor are geared to the engine shaft and the 

Vt 
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engine Inlet pressure la equal to tho engine exhaust back pressure. 
A turbine and a compressor, each vith ar. efficiency of 7C percent, 
are aeemed to give the desired engine inlet pressure. In order 
that the maximum cyl Inder pressui-e of 1200 pounds per square inch 
will not be exceeded, the engine compression ratio must be decreased 
as the engine Inlet p-csauj-o la Increased. The loss In efficiency 
because of this reduction In the compression ratio of the engine Is 
partly compensated for by the additional compression and expansion 
in the turbine and the comp.-o3sor, and the net chan3e in specific 
fuel consumption is small. 

As the online inlet and exhaust pressures are increasod, tho 
net power output increases in the range shown in figure 2. When 
the inlet pressure is increased abovo 4 atmospheres (all atmospheres 
are considered to be at sea level), the net power increasos only 
slowly, whereas comprossor and turbine powers increase more rapidly. 
From practical considerations, it does not appear feasible to operate 
at engine inlet pressures much higher than 4 atmospheres. If tho 
turbine and the conprossor efficiencies are increased conaldorrbly 
above 70 percent, tho gain in not pevor and efficiency at prensuros 
above 4 atmoephoros may bo sufficient to varrunt tho additional dif- 
ficulty of operating at those higher ongino inlot press ires. 

• At an ongino inlot prencuro of 4 atmospheres, tho specific 
weight of tho power plant ig roduoed to 1.00 pound pur horscpover, 
which i3 0,35 pound per hoi'3opovor loss thin that of tho original 
spark-ignition engine around which tho propoeod system ic assumed 
to bo built. 

The mlnimun spocif1c fuol consumption is obtained at ar. ongino 
inlot--;anifold pressure of 1 atnc3phoro, which corr-.-sponds bo no 
C-iporcharjjicc- Tho -iifdne üomiwcosior. ratio in this caso is 22 ;:id 
tho fuol-air ratio approaches the valve for the thoorotical mixtv.rc. 
It is very doubtful whothor r^ost of tho fuol could be bumod .•;•;. con- 
stant prossu--o la practice and it would be necessary to reduco tho 
cooopross on ratio below that givon to prevont orcocains tho naxlBraa 
alle-waelo cylindor pressure This reduction In comprosrlon ratio 
would bo acejaipar.lod by a corresponding inoroase in cpocifio fuel 
consumption. 

Tho fuel-a1r ratio docroasos as tho ongino inlet pre sou; a is 
incroaeod and, at a p osnv.ro of 4 atmospheres, tho 3ycten operutcn 
with consido.atlo excess air. Tho cloarar.Cj volumo of tho proposed 
ons:no with a high inlot precede must bo much creator, for a (jiven' 
maximum cylindor prcss"ro, than the clearance- volumo of tho conven- 
tional Dicsol ongino operating on a lover inljt procsure; conse- 
quently, tho rate of volumo change during oxpanclon in tho ongino 
is levor for tho sirao engine speod and conotant prcsauro may bo 

' I 
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maintained with a lover rate of combustion than for a conventional 
Diesel engine. This lower required rate of combustion allows a more 
complete burning during the constant-pressure process that occurs 
during a greater portion of the expansion stroke and a more nearly 
adlabatic expansion during the rest of the stroke. It Is therefore 
believed that, at an inlet pressure of 4 atmospheres, the large 
amount of excess air, the high air density, and the low required 
rate of combustion are favorable for the attainment of constant» 
pressure combustion. The combination of large powers and low spe- 
cific fuel consumptions shown by figuro 2 when compared with per- 
formance values of conventional aircraft engines indicates that, 
even if constant-pressure combustion is not completely achieved, 
the compound engine under discussion may still have attractive 
performance. 

Although the elimination of the intercooler would result in 
considerable loss of maximum power, a gain in efficiency would be 
effected when the turbine and the compressor are geared to the 
onglne shaft, as indicated by the following table calculated for 
engine inlet-manifold and oxhaust-icanifold pressures of 4 atmosphoros 
for sea-lovcl operation. 

With     Without 
inceroooler intercoolor 

Net horsepower output 
Engine fcorsepever 
Compressor horsepower 
Turbinu horsopouor 
Specific fuel consump- 

tion, lb/bhp-br 
Specific might, lb/bhp 

2054 1413 
1779 12C5 
616 465 
922 696 

0.330 0.896 

.00 1.39 

In the woipbt calculations throughout tho roport, no allowance 
has been mado for tho veie£it of the intorcoolor. At an online inlet 
pj-oss'.re of 4 atmosphores at soa level, tho woirät of tho inter- 
coolor is estimated at IJSB than 0.04 pound par horsepower output. 

At high altitudes tho performance givon in figure 2 could be 
obtained by an additional turbosuperefcarcor and intercoolor for 
maintaining sea-level atmospheric conditions at tho main compressor 
inlet and tho main turbine oxhaust. TJID povor in tho oxhauct gas 
issuing from tho main turbino would bo more than enough to operate 
tho auxiliary turbosuperchoreor. 

Operation with equal engine inlot-nanlfold and exhaust-manifold 
prcaeuros does not necessarily ropresont an optimum condition. Fig- 
ure 3 shows tho porforaanco characteristics of the system operating 

• 
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at an Inlet pressure of 4 atmospheres when the exhaust back pressure 
is varied. At both sea level and 30,000 feet, little difference in 
net power output exists between the case in which turbine and com- 
pressor powers are equal and the case in which engine inlet and 
exhaust pressures are equal and the turbine and the compressor are 
geared to the engine shaft. Decreasing the back pressure to a value 
that results In equal turbine and compressor powers increases the 
specific fuel consumption but decreases the specific weight of the 
system. 

In figure 4 is shown the performance when the turbosupercharger 
is not geared to the engine shaft and the engine inlet pressure Is 
allowed to vary. Although the turbine power is lower than that shown 
in figure 2, this loss is partly balanced by a gain in'engine power 
resulting from the reduced back pressure. This type of operation 
offers the practical advantage of eliminating the gearing between the 
turbosupercharger and the engine and the system becomes more flex- 
ible; the principal difference is that the specific fuel consumption 
is slightly higher. 

Examination of the curves in figures 2 to 4 indicates that 
theoretically more than 2000 horsepower may be expected from an 
engine with a displacement of 1820 cubic Inches when operated on a 
Diesel cycle in the proposed manner without exceeding the safe max- 
imum cylinder pressure for current engines or thu safe exhaust-gas 
temperature for current turbines. This power is obtained with a 
specific fuel consumption of 0.330 pound per horsepower-hour and a 
net specific weight of 1.00 pound per horsepower when the engine is 
operated at an inlet pressure of 4 atmospheres and with a fuel-air 
ratio of 0.037. The maintenance cf safe cylinder temperatures is 
favored by the low fuel-air ratio. 

If an excess amount of scavenging air is used for cooling the 
engine cylinder and for reducing the exhaust-gas temperatures for 
safe turbine operation, it may be possible to burn more fuel and 
generate more power in the engine. Nc appreciable reduction in 
efficiency will result because most of the power for compression of 
the excess scavenging air will bo realized in the turbine. Even 
further increases in power and reductions in weight could be 
expected if the engine were operated on a two-stroke cycle to whioh 
this system readily lends Itself. 

For part-load operation several methods of varying the power 
output are possible. The power may be reduced by decreasing the 
engine speed, the engine inlot-manlfold pressure, or the fuol-alr 
ratio. Those methods require that one c>r mere of the following 
items be adjusted: the turbine-nozzle area, the compressor Q/N 
(volume flow pur rpm) for efficient operation, or th«.i relation 

.'• 
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between the turbine, the compressor, and the engine speeds. Addi- 
tional study is required to revce.1 the method of power control that 
provides maximum efficiency without excoaaive mechanical complication. 

For fairly high airplane apeods, e largo amount of additional 
power may be available from exhaust Jet propulsion. Because off the 
high turbine-nozzle-box pressure and the increased amount of exhaust 
gase? handled with the proponed system, a larger proportion of the 
powor may be realized from Jet thruat than from a conventional 
turbcauperchurged enpine. Thia added power would further reduce the 
specific fuel consumption. 

The- proposed power plant, in general, retains the desirable 
characteristics of a Diesel plant without the main objectionable 
foaturos - high specific weight and largo amount of external cod- 
ing — ceffimonly a^sociat^d with aircraft Diesel engines. The- mechan- 
ical features Of the proposed 3yat-.1t. will undoubtedly need some 
detailed study but, inasmuch as the syatem generally lends itself 
to the use of aircraft cg.uipmi.nt thr.t has already reached advanced 
stages of development, tho problems of adaptation uhould be rela- 
tively simple. I 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the pro-posed Diesel engine-compressor-turbine combination, 
based on an engine with a displacement of 1620 cubic inchen, a 
maximum cylinder pressure of 1200 pounds per square inch, a maxi- 
mum exhauat-gas temveruturo of 1800c F, an v.r.gine apeod of 2400 rpm, 
equipped with an auxiliary turbine and compressor with efficiencies 
of 70 percunt c-ach, and with conservative assumptions regarding other 
operating conditions, the following performance characteristics may 
be obtained: 

1. With an engine inlet pressure of 4 sea-level atmospheres, 
the not powor output of the system would be- approximately 2000 horse- 
power at a lower specific fuel conouaption than is now obtained in 
the loan-cruiBe condition on the conventional upark-lgnition engine. 

2. With four-atroke-cycle engine operation, the specific weight 
of the system would be reduced to 1 pound per horsepower with -in 
engine Inlet pressure of 4 Sea-level atraoupher-s. 

3. Increasing the engine Inlet preasurt- would increase both the- 
compressor and the turbine powers tut, if thla inlet pressure were 
Increased beyond 4 3ea-levoi atmospheres, only a small increase in 
net power would result at the expense of higher specific fuel con- 
sumption. 

TT 
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i.  The fuel-elr ratio required to provide 2000 not horsopowi-r 
at an engine inlet pressure of 4 »oa-lovol atmospheres Is 0.037. 
Because of the largo amount of oxcoss air ot this mixture th«. prob- 
lem cf cooling ahould bo simpler tiion for the conventional Dio-oel 
engine at tho same specific powor. 

5, D:.croa9ing the online hack pressure below the Inlet pres- 
sure to n value that makes the turbine and the compressor powers 
equal would Increase the specific fuel consumption and reduce tho 
turbine power and the over-all specific weight of the system, but 
the net powir output would remain substantially the 3amo. 

C. The analysis shewn, In general, that it would be advanta- 
geous to add a turbine and a compressor to a Diesel engine fcr 
handling large quantities cf excess air above that needed for com- 
bustion oven though 8 reduction in the engine compression ratio 
would be neciosary to avoid excessive cylinder prossuro. Bocauao 
of tho additional pressure ratios acros3 tho turbine and thi com- 
pressor, the resulting system would h-wo a high over-all compres- 
sion ratio, Th-j proposed uystom thus would have a high net effi- 
ciency but would bo capable of handling larger quantities of air 
than a given conventional engine, which would result in a higher 
specific power output. 

Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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APP2I-T0IX - DERIVATION OK EQUATIONS APPLICABLE 

TO THE PROPOSE!) CYCLE 

Symbols 

ratio of volure of pases in the e.ipine after combustion to 
volume before combustion for the same t-.'.mperature and 

P.'Jüq, 
pre3suro, ;—— 

P. iw^ o 

specific fuel consumption, lb/bhp-hr 

fuel consumption, lb/sec 

specific heat at constant pressure before combustion, 
7.72 Btu/(°F)(slue) 

specific heat at constant pressure aft^r combustion, 
9.60 Bt'V(°i')(Blug) 

specific heat at constant volume after combustion, 
Btu/(°F)(8lttg) 

fuel-air ratio 

effective heat value of fuel, Dtu/lb 

intercocler effectiveness 

Joule's constant, 773 ft-lb/Btu 

mass flow of air through the system, slues/sec 

r.ass flow of residual pasc-s and induction air in the engine, 
slug/soc 

mass flow of fuel, slups/sec 

mass flow of residual clearance gases, slugc/sec 

total mass flow of mixture and fuel in the engine, slugi/sej 

exponent for nolytropic compression in the enpine 

exponent for polytropic expansion in the engine 

I 
. 
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n engine speed, rpm 

p pressure, Ib/sq in.  absolute 

P horsepower 

R Ras constant before combustion, 1719 ft-lb/(°F){3lug) 

.1' gas constant after combustion, mh ft-lb/(°F)(siug) 

r engine compression ratio 

T temperature, °F absolute 

v specific voliiao, cu ft/slu,-; 

Y volume, cu in./cycle 

w specific Height, Ib/bhp 

V»r weight,  lb 

Y ratio of specific heats before combustion, 1.U0 

Y ratio of s.ipcific heats after combustion, l.jJO 

T] efficiency, percent 

r\ engine nechanica.L efficiency, percent 

Subscripts« 

1 to 11 (points of the cycle (fig. l))i 

1 atmospheric air 

2 aft^r ccmression in compressor 

•j^_ after iatercooling 

3 mixture before compression in the engine 

h after coiEpressioii in the engine 

5 end of constant-pressure combustion 

6 end oi expansion 

i ' 



m 

rar.K AC« N;. "cr.o i; 

/ 

7 ia cylinder after blowdown 

3 in cyLinler before intake valve i3 opened 

9 in cylinder after intake valve is opened 

18 turbine inlet r 
11 torbi.-.e exhaust 

a "during constant-pressure combustion • 

b . during polytro-iic expansion 

c coir-.presscr 

d di splaconifnt 

e        enpine 

f       rue! 

p        reduction roars 

;i net 

r        residual pases 

re     reciprocating conüressor 

t        turbine 

I _ total 

The prime iniicatcs the value darin? arii aftor combustion. 

liquations 

!•:,' 

The compressor power Tor a presnurp raLio of Pp/P-i is given 

F„  Jc, P1! 
•.; 9M„ 

T-_l 
Y 

- 1 , (bhp)(sec)/(slug)     (1) 

I 

/ / 
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and the terr.9rat-.1re after oo-npreoSion by . 

T2 - Ti + 252 f-4   , °F absolute 

the temperature after intercooling »«1th an iriter cooler of effec- 
tive.iesri    i   is 

(2) 

T
3J  

= x'i ' i (T2 " Tl^ °F "bsolute (3) 

For a maximum temperatiire at the turbine i-ilot   l'1(j   the formula 
for the turbin-v octroi- is 

Pt a 
rHJcn T10 

T-l 

1 •© , (bh.-.J(Bec)/(sXuE)       (U) 

nhorn . py   is the engine e.xhaust bae!' pressure.   Vmen the turbine 
and coniiressor powers ar-e tquil, the saline back pressure can be 
found fro» oquation (L) by setting    Pt/"- " F'cA (equation (l)). 

The clearance volume    Vi,    is related to the total volume   V» 
or    V^ + Vd    by the equation 

'•    V 
ll. (St)    - v'** v-1 

1 + =- 

from v.'hich 

•   (pyp2)   -1 

•f cu in./oycle 

(5) 

(«) 

The residual ,"as-;3 Loft in the cylinder arc compressed from ores- 
sure   PT    to   pg    i'7 the frvsu charge after the inlet valve is 
opened.    The volume of the residual i:as aft'.-r this compression is 
given by the aJiabatic formula 

i/r' 

, cu Li,/cycle (7) /•V 
*•', 

•where    Vj   » V,T, 

- 

• 

. % 
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Durlnsj the intake stroke the mas.1! ot air drawn into the cyl- 
inder for  four-stroke operation ia ,:iven oy 

6u  x 12  x H x T 
, skips/sec 

3i 
(8) 

The initial mass during the engine cycle in 

^ - 14 + Mr, ships/sue 

and the total ::.as.i at the end of the expansion stroke is 

I.'l = il + Jör + UP • !,!(1 + F/A) + M_, sAngs/aee 

'«here th? mass oX' residual f.ases   Kr    is 

I/Y' 

*>-<m 

(9) 

(10) 

Vd 1 V1 (3 
J./Y* 

, B.Uijr/sec    (11) 

«hen the energy of the gases before blowdcun and ihn energy 
of the gases ai'ter blowdown are equated 

lWiVgDj lVtV10P7 

T-   ' V 

UIUT6(P7 - P6 T .  • -J-,  
JOo 

Tl. 

Then 

1UU(P6 - P7)vö (:y - P,)lt'Tv 
[10  «  T6 —  T6 -  - 

Since    V- = V-. 

J«-, 

*•?&* 

P.-Jc.j 

absolute 

•* 

(12) 

(13) 

(11*) 

/ 

I 
/ 

/   ' 

' T   f • 
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B - 5 M §1    . ÜÜ  ; F/A) • v 
D .———— R' 

For a very close approximation (applicable to lean mixtures) 

B • 1 • F/A 

Solution of equations (12) and (lH) l0r   Pfi   Elves 

"6 • P2 f 

Because t!ie pases refraining in the cylinder at the end  >i the 
expansion 3trjke are adiabaticülly expanded i'rom   rv    to    D-. 

Y -1 

l9 "    6Vfi) > °* absolute (16) 

The temperature oJ' t!ie nixturo before co;- 

T3 
•h + ÄrT9 

presuion    r      js about 

,    F absolute (17) 

For an approximate value of   T7    equations (LQ), (11), (l!j,  (1S)5 and (17) five ' 

i + ü:. R<P7/PZ) 

n 771       J    F absolute 
1/i (18) 

B'P 'd \ 

compression   T,,    will bo ,.Lvcn by ?^2'    7A
° 

te-18rat!lre •"« 

n-1 

's = T3 [p^j       >   r absolut« (15) 

. 
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• 
nearly all of the fuel is burned during constant-pressure 

expansion so that the temperature   T>   before polytropic expansion 
to give   T'    at the end of the stroke can be given by 

IPI,\   r.1 

*5 " I6(p| > * absolute (20) 

is 
The fuel consumption during the corstant-pressure expansion 

»W 
(21) Ca - -±tf- (Tj - T,+), lb/see 

and during the polytropic expansion 

%--^)i^frfj^-^,WSeC (22) 

If an accurate value of the fuel consumption is desired, an 
effective heating value    h,    for use in equations(21) and (22), can 
be calculated from an analysis or the cycle involvirif variable 
values of   Cp,    Y, and   R.    An empirical equation applicable only 
to this analysis was found and, in tho ran;je under consideration 
for the illustrative case,    h    was found to be 19,U50   x(l - F/A) 3tu 
per pound for dodecane.    The total fuel consumption rdll then be 

3a + Ci, , lb/sec (23) 

With the mass E from equation (•)), the compressor and turbine 
powers can be found from equations (1) and ('i), respectively. 

The engine brake horsepower for the foregoing conditions is 
(Hven by the following formula, which is a summation ot the powers 
for each of the projesses during the cycle: 

*e 
Tle 

R'M 

55Ö (frOT5- 

(P2 - P7)VdIJ/2 

H       #0(n< - 1 

«ggj 
550  x 60 y 12        55Q(n - 1) 

(I) 
n-1 

n'jvi 

- 1 

ma _ 
[Pol V>2l 

, bhp   (:?k) 

• I 

» 
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The net power of the System vriii be 

PN * Pe + ^g (Pt " V> "* 

Th<? specific fuel consumption for the system becor.es 

c • s- * 360C. lb/bhp-hr 
MI 

and the fuel-air ratio is given by 

F/A - 
32.2ü 

(25) 

(26) 

(•';•) 

The compression ratii of the engine can be obtained from 
equations (5) and (5) and is 

r-vj-l^ <2G> 

The specific weight of the system can be found from the 
weights of the- component parts, nhicn art- given by the following 
formulas1 

«ft " wt * pt » Ib 

IVC --- wc x P0 , lb 

ffg - w, x P   , lb 

\ - V* Pe' , lb 
w '    aro the horsepower 9nd the specific weight, where   Pe'    and 

respectively, of the original tnrine around which the j,yst<»ra is 
built.    If air Injection is iiscd,  the weight or the reciprocating 
crj.-pr';3jor and Wie ocrtr necessary for the injection if fuel   V.'," 
nay be assured propoi-tional to  the «ngine weight.    The total weight 
of the system ivlll be 

'"T ":, , lb 

and the total specific weight 

wT = iVT/r,r , lb/bhp 

I 

TT 

/ 

•  1 
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